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. I 
This invention is an apparatus for ‘blowing 

bubbles. . ~ 

‘The principal object oithe invention is to pro 
vide a bubble blower which produces a rapid 
and‘ continuous succession of bubbles upon the 
application of air pressure to the device, and 
which is ‘of v‘simple and sturdy construction and 
capable of being produced in quantity at small 
cost. 
Another object of the invention is ‘to provide 

a bubble, blowing. apparatus wherein a large num 
ber of quite small bubbles are formed within 
the reservoir for containing the bubble solution, 
which small bubbles, rise into the path of an air 
jet, which drives successive air ?lms, supplied 
by the small bubbles, ‘out, through an exit pipe, 
to form‘ a rapid succession of larger bubbles. 
The bubbles .comingfrom the exit .pipe will vary 
in size, depending on the strength of the air 
jet, the nature of the. solution used and the di 
mensions of the several parts. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a container serving as _a reservoir for thebubble 
solution; two air streams are led into the con 
tainer, one air stream being submerged below 
‘the level of the solution to form a ‘large mass of 
small bubbles in-the container, above the liquid 
level therein, which small bubbles rise into the 
path of an air jet above ‘the liquid level in the 
container, this air jet, driving successive ?lms 
formed from ‘the small bubbles, out through an 
‘exit pipe, these ?lms forming a rapid succession 
of bubblesof larger size. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a combined bubble blower and ‘born; the bubble 
blower is mounted inside the horn; blowing into 
the mouthpiece of the horn serves ‘both to sound 
the ‘horn and at the same time to form and 
project ‘a succession of bubbles from the horn. 

More particularly, the invention comprises a 
container ofsui?cient size to contain a substan 
tial quantity of bubble forming solution. A 
branched air inlet pipe is ?tted air tight into 
the container, one branch having its discharge 
opening‘submerged in the liquid, so‘that a large 
number of air bubbles are formed, which rise 
through the solution, tending to ‘fill ‘the ‘upper 
part of the container. ‘The other branch of the 
air inlet pipe is formed as an air ‘jet, opening 
vabove the liquid level, in the ‘zone ?lled with, 
such bubbles. ‘This air jet picks up and en 
trains a succession of ?lms, formed from such 
"bubbles and drives ‘such ?lms outwardly into 

'- the exit pipe, these ‘?lms ‘forming ‘bubbles of 
various sizes, depending on the strength and 
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size of the air jet and ‘the nature of the solution. 
The invention provides an entertaining toy, 

and can be used for advertising purposes. 
The general features of the invention having 

been thus outlined, it will now be described in 
more detail in connection with the accompany 
ing drawings wherein: ‘ 

Fig. 1 is ,a vertical side view, partly in section, 
of a bubble forming device in accordance with 
this invention. 

Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1 showing a 
slight modi?cation. ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 3 is, a longitudinal sectional view showing 
the bubble blower combined with a horn. 

Fig, 4 is a vertical sectional view of another 
modi?cation of the invention. 

Referring now to these drawings, the bubble 
blowing device comprises a container 2 of any 
suitable material, such for example, as glass or 
plastic, which may be of elongated form as 
shown, for containing a substantial amount of 
bubble forming solution 4. An air pressure inlet 
pipe 6 is sealed into the container at 8 and is 
provided with a branch Ill having an exit l2 
submerged in the solution, well below the liquid 
‘level therein. The upper branch M of the inlet 
pipe has a constricted nozzle IE opening above 
the normal liquid level in the container, and 
directed into the exit pipe [8. Exit pipe I8 
could be directed at any desired angle. ' 
In operation, when the user blows into the 

pipe 6, some or" the air escapes through the sub 
merged opening l2, and as this air rises through 
the solution, forms a mass of relatively small 
bubbles 20 which substantially ?lls the container 
above the liquid level therein. These bubbles 
rise into ‘the path of the air jet from l6, which 
entrains them and drives successive ?lms sup 
plied by such small bubbles, into ‘and through 
exit pipe l8, forming bubbles 22 of ‘various sizes. 
The operation is continuous and a steady suc 
cession of bubbles come from the exit pipe ‘I8 
as long as the air pressure is'maintained. 
The reservoir may, if desired, be provided with 

a ?lling opening, but a-simpler way to replenish 
the supply of solution would be to immerse pipe 
18 in a bubble solution and ‘apply ‘suction to 
‘pipe 6, or, conversely, pipe 6 could ‘be immersed 
in the solution and suction applied to pipe l8. 
However, even a small ‘supply of solution will 
supply'bubbles continuously for'rnany hours; 

It should be understood that the ‘size of ‘the 
air exit opening i'lland air jet l?may bevaried, 
as desired. irfor'rvarying ‘the size of (the bubbles 
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formed in the container and the size of the 
. bubbles escaping from exit pipe IS. The stronger 
the air jet, the smaller are the bubbles. If the 
air jet is small as compared with submerged 
end I2 of pipe [0, bubbles tend to be larger. 
The size of the bubbles also varies with different 
bubble solutions. . 
In the modi?cation shown in Fig. 2, the air 

jet branch l4’, corresponding to branch [4 of 
' Fig. l, is provided with a Venturi or similar re 

striction 24 of suitable size for increasing the 
velocity of the air jet that is directed into exit 
pipe I8. 

Fig. 3 shows a modi?cation of the invention, 
capable of use in the same way as the form shown 
in Fig. l, but of simpler and cheaper construction‘ 
and particularly adapted to ?t inside of a toy 
horn. In this form, a cylindrical solution con— 
tainer 26 is provided with end plugs 28 and 30 
which may be conveniently made of ordinary 
cork. An air inlet pipe 3!, held in place by plug 
3| a, is ?tted into plug 28 and is provided with 
a branch 32 opening below the level of solution 
4 in the container. Pipe 3i is provided with a 
branch exit or jet opening 33 directed into one 
end of exit pipe 34 carried by the other plug 30. 
The parts just described are mounted in an 
ordinary toy horn 36, end plug 28 being of a 
size to make a substantially air-tight contact 
with the inside wall of the horn, air inlet pipe 
'3l being‘ in the path of the blast of air coming 
from the usual mouth piece 38 provided with the 
usual vibrating reed or the like for sounding a 
note. A horn of this type is usually provided 
with a small sound exit opening 40. A position- ' 
ing collar 4| may be used to support the right 
hand end of the cylinder 26. In Fig. 3, cylin 
drical reservoir 2-6 could be dispensed with, by 
combining plugs 35 and 4! into a single right 
hand plug through which tube 34 is passed, and 
by using 28 as a left hand plug, such right and 
left hand plugs de?ning a partly conical solu 
tion reservoir between them, ?lled by removal 
of a suitable ?lling plug. 

, In operation, when the user blows on the 
mouthpiece 38, some of the sound will come out 
of the hole 40, and air under some. pressure will 
pass into pipe 3| and be forced below the level 
of the solution 4 to form a mass of small bubbles 
in the upper part of the container. The air jet 
from 33 entrains these small bubbles and drives 
a rapid succession of ?lms, supplied by such 
bubbles, through .exit pipe 34 to form a rapid 
succession of larger bubbles ea. In other words, 
when the user blows on the mouthpiece 38 he 
obtains, in, addition to the usual musical note 
from the horn, a succession of bubbles from the 

. largeend of the horn, thereby providing an amus 
ing and attractive toy. V 
The .hornmay be provided with a conical 

?anged member,“ to provide a catch chamber 
45 for catching any drip that may escape from 
the bubble blower itself. Any accumulation of 
drip may be removed by removal of drain plug 48. 
In the modi?cation shown in Fig. 4, the bubble 

solution container 50 is provided with a snugly 
?tted but conveniently removable cover 52. In 
this cover is mounted an air pressure inlet pipe 54 
having one branch 56 opening below the level 

V of the solution and the other branch 5'! forming 
a'l'aterally directed air jet. This could have a 
Venturi restriction, if desired. 
Mounted in the cover 52 is a vertically arranged 

, open ended exit pipe or cylinder 58, with its 
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4 
lower end immersed in the solution. Mounted 
in one wall of the pipe 58 is a smaller'exit pipe 
60 having its inlet in the path of the air jet from 
51 and its upper or outer end 6| opening below 
the top of the larger pipe 58. 
In operation, when air pressure is applied to 

pipe 54, some of the air escapes below the level 
of the solution, and forms ‘a large mass of small 
bubbles which tend to ?ll the space below the 
cover 52 and come into the path of the air jet 
from 51. These small bubbles are entrained and 
driven by the air jet into tube 60, and form a 
succession of ?lms which travel upwardly through 
exit tube 60 and form a steady succession of 
bubbles 62 leaving exit pipe 6|. The formation 
of the bubbles as described is continuous, as long 
as pressure is applied to the pipe 54. In this form 
of the invention, the container may be re?lled 
by lifting out cover 52 or by pouring solution 
down the tube 53. The purpose of the pipe 58 
is to catch any drip or over?ow from exit SI, and 
deliver it back into the container. Tube 58 could 
be omitted, if desired, and pipe 60 mounted in 
some other way. Pipes 6t! and 58 could be di 
rected at any desired angle, instead of vertically, 
as shown. ' 

Any suitable type of bubble forming solution 
may be used, as desired. Where bubbles are de 
sired that last a long time, a substantial quantity 
of glycerin may be used in the solution. 
By providing a steady source of air pressure 

to the inlet pipe and means for continuously re 
plenishing the supply of bubble solution, the’ 
stream of bubbles will be continuous, and could 
be used as an eye-catching advertisement, as in 
store windows, for example. 
While the preferred and several embodiments 

of the invention have been described in detail, 
it should be understood that the invention is not 
to be limited to particular details, but maybe 
carried out in other ways. 
We claim as our invention: 
1. Apparatus for blowing bubbles, comprising a 

reservoir for a bubble forming solution, a bubble 
exit pipe carried by said reservoir, an air inlet 
pipe positioned in said reservoir and having its in 
ner endrsubmerged below the level of the solution 
therein for thereby forming a succession of small 
bubbles which rise into the space above the solu 
tion, adjacent said exit pipe, at second air inlet 
pipe‘ in said reservoir, opening above the liquid 
level therein, and directed toward said exit pipe, 
for, supplying air for impelling said small bubbles 
formed by the ?rst air inlet pipe into and through 
said exit pipe. ‘ 

2. The combination as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the described structure is mounted in an 
air actuated horn, with the outer end of the 
bubble exit pipe being directed out of the mouth 
of the horn, with said air inlet pipes positioned 
to receive air from the mouthpiece end of the 
horn. 

3. Apparatus for blowing bubbles, comprising a 
reservoir for a bubble forming solution, a bubble 
exit pipe carried by the reservoir, an air inlet 
pipe positioned in said reservoir, provided with 
two branches, one branch opening near the bot 
tom of the reservoir and so normally immersed 
in the bubble forming solution, and operating to 
release air below the level of the solution to cause 
a succession of small bubbles to rise into the space 
adjacent said exit pipe, the other branch of the 
inlet pipe opening above the liquid level in the 
reservoir and being directed toward said exit pipe, 
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for supplying ‘air for impelling said small bubbles ‘ 
into and through; said exit pipe. REFERENCES CITED 

4- ThB wmbination as claimed in 61111!!! 3, The following references are of record in the 
wherein the described structure is mounted in an ?le of this patent; 
air actuated horn. with the outer end of the ,3 
bubble exit pipe being directed out of the mouth UNITED STATES PATENTS 
of the horn, said air inlet pipe positioned to re- Number Name Date 
ceive air at the mouthpiece end of the horn. 616,239 King _____________ __ Dec. 20, 1898 

1,389,098 Cohn _____________ _- Aug. 30, 1921 
FRED A. QUINN, JR. 10 1,504,186 Evans et a] ________ __ Aug. 5, 1924 
MAX TRYON. 1.962.801 ' Bioxom __________ _- June 12, 1934 


